Child's brain development can be affected by a variety of activities, especially child hobby. An increasingly diverse child's activity is to encourage parents to channel the passion and talents of children so that children develop hobbies and channeled. Introduction talents of children early is one way to find out the potential ability of children in brain development. For this, the needed a facility that can accommodate and channel the child's talents and hobbies. One of them is child's painting studios. Painting studios for kids Uphadana Young Artist is one facility to channel the children talent and hobby about painting. In Gresik city, this studio is growing rapidly along with the development of painting in the city. The interior of painting studio for kid Uphadana Young Artist, it using the colors that appeal to children, but still have not seen a style that became the style of the studio, so the use of the furniture, and the other facilities that still use the general existing facilities.

Deepening of a painting genre is one of the contributing factors on the child's learning process about painting. Cubism was chosen because this flow has more on the properties of geometric formations which children will accepted easily the design concept of interior painting studio. In addition, the modern facilities that could increase the interest of children's learning and increase the confidence of parents or the companion. Casual modern nuances will be seen in a few interior elements that became a point of view in the painting studios of the child. At Painting Studio for Kids “Uphadana Young Artist”, there is still not modern and satisfy facilities for both the participants and the manager of the studio. It has playground, sober canteen, and the administration area at least of the room. For the study area is located in a part of a home living that converted as a courses area, and also the terrace as a waiting area.

In this Final Project, the structural methodology that prepared to get the primary and secondary data. The primary data are collecting direct data including observation, the existing building data, interviews with studio owners as a desirable design goal, and photographs of the existing space and also comparison data. Secondary data are from literature where the data obtained from books on the history of design, magazines and information from the Internet that contains articles about painting studios nor the design concept of cubism and modern casual. Stage of the methodology will get the data accordance to the concept, the space basic needs and security and also the comfortable of a fixed rule in the interior elements of modern casual nuances and a learning system of painting studios for kids.
An interesting interior design can be the spirit of children’s learning, so that influential in the improvisation of children education quality. Painting Studio for Kids Uphadana Young Artist provide the needed facilities and packaged in the interior design concept of cubism painting studios so that it have a different image. The element existence is relate the needs of interior painting and introduce a new image to the students and also to the companion of Painting Studio for Kids Uphadana Young Artist with displays concept of cubism with modern casual nuance on colors and materials of the room needed.
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